
 The Pi Wire

As with everything in the technology industry, things move pretty quickly in the 
Raspberry Pi ecosystem – so much so that it can be really hard to keep up some-
times! This regular column looks to round up the best Raspberry Pi and open 
source hardware news to keep you up to date on the latest developments, proj-

ects, and products as well as provide an event listing so you know what’s going on in your 
local area.

Three MillionTh Pi Sold and a royal ViSiT!  
The Raspberry Pi, which was released just two and a half years ago, recently hit 
the 3-million mark in total sales. To put that sales figure in perspective, the BBC 
Micro sold about half that many in its entire lifetime. Raspberry Pi has far out-
sold any of its direct competitors, and the latest sales figures indicate just how 
successful the Rasp Pi community has been at drawing in both beginner and 
professional users.

The 3-millionth Pi was actually sold a month before the announcement, but 
because of the way Raspberry Pi distributors report their sales figures, the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation just learned about this milestone at the beginning of 
June.

On the day of the announcement, the Foundation also announced that they 
had been to visit Buckingham Palace for the UK Tech Reception. The Tech 
Reception event is intended to showcase the fantastic work going on in the 
UK tech industry, which is an ever-increasing contributor to the UK econ-
omy.

As you can see in the picture, the Raspberry Pi Foundation brought a 
great selection of Raspberry Pi goodies to the palace event, including a Bab-

bage bear. According to the blog post on the Raspberry Pi website, founder Eben 
Upton got a bit of a telling off from the Duke of Edinburgh for turning up without a tie!

oTTo: The hackable GiF caMera  
The last issue of Raspberry Pi Geek included an interview with James Adams – the master-
mind behind the recently released Raspberry Pi Compute Module. The Compute Module is a 
really exciting development that opens the door for Rasp Pi technology in embedded hard-
ware and industrial markets.

The clever folks at Next Thing Co. in Oakland, California, have released the first product 
available to market that uses the Compute Module at its heart. OTTO makes use of the 

same Omnivision OV5647 CMOS sensor that is used in the 
Raspberry Pi Camera Module, albeit in a slightly different 
PCB package and with an improved lens.

You may be wondering why someone has made a camera 
based on the Raspberry Pi and a 5Mpx sensor when hun-
dreds of great off-the-shelf cameras are already available 
with many more megapixels. The answer is that this is not 
your average camera – OTTO can take GIFs right out of the 
box and sync them straight to your smartphone over WiFi. 
The OTTO camera is also hackable, meaning you can tailor it 
to do exactly what you need.

The camera unit is packaged in a beautifully designed retro-
feel enclosure, OTTO was launched on Kickstarter [1] and Le
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quickly exceeded its US$ 60,000 funding goal. OTTO’s makers say “We think the future of 
photography isn’t just greater fidelity, but greater flexibility.” You can pre-order your OTTO 
camera from Next Thing Co. [2].

If you want to know more about the Compute Module, the Raspberry Pi Foundation has just 
released additional documentation [3]. You can purchase a Compute Module development kit 
from RS Components (part number 813-4164) or from Farnell (part number 2427123).

kano ShiPPinG iMMinenT  
The Kano kit, another crowdfunding veteran, is the most successful Raspberry-Pi-based Kick-
starter project yet, and it is also one of the most funded UK-based tech projects. Kano has 
raised more than US$ 1.5 million in 30 days and perhaps more with their post-Kickstarter pre-
orders [4]. The project sparked some controversy during the cam-
paign by apparently avoiding any mention of the Raspberry Pi in 
their marketing and interviews and claiming that the Raspberry Pi is 
not easy enough to use for absolute beginners because of lack of 
documentation. Whether you agree with them or not, they clearly 
have a successful product, and the sale of more than 15,000 Rasp-
berry Pi computers can never be a bad thing!

Kano has created an attractive accessory kit for the computer, 
which includes a custom-designed keyboard and touchpad capa-
ble of both Bluetooth and RF communication with the Raspberry 
Pi. The Kano package also includes a case, speaker, WiFi dongle, 
a power supply, a plethora of cables, and an SD card (pre-loaded 
with the custom operating system Kano OS), with professionally 
printed user guides available in several languages.

If you backed the project on Kickstarter, or if you are inter-
ested in purchasing a kit, you will be delighted to know that the 
plan is to ship all of the rewards by the end of July. We hope to 
get our hands on a Kano kit as soon as possible and will likely 
introduce it (and the Kano OS) in more detail in a future issue.

arduino Tre  
The Arduino TRE is a new product from the Italian microcontroller masterminds. If you have 
not already heard about it, the TRE is effectively a BeagleBone Black combined with an Ardu-
ino Leonardo.

Arduino TRE features the same Texas Instruments Sitara AM3359AZCZ100 (ARM Cor-
tex-A8) found in the BeagleBone, as well as the Atmel ATmega32U4 microcontroller found in 
the Leonardo. The idea behind the board is to pair the Arduino and BeagleBone hardware and 
communities to create an even more powerful board and ecosystem.

Physically, the TRE looks quite large, and the developers have maintained the classic Ardu-
ino shape in the center of the board, which is signified by the white silk-screened area. The 
GPIO pins from both the Arduino and BeagleBone parts of the board are fully broken out (a 
total of 14 pins with 5V logic and 23 pins with 3.3V logic), with the Arduino 
pins taking their normal layout – so your existing Arduino shields 
should be compatible.

This new Arduino board will be the most 
powerful Arduino to date (roughly 100 
times more powerful than the Leonardo), 
and it will also be the first Arduino board to 
be manufactured in the US. The first devel-
oper edition boards were recently released at 
a price of EUR 149+VAT; however, they were 
only available in a very small quantity and 
sold out quickly. The final product is likely to 
be much cheaper than these first edition boards, 
but still significantly more expensive than a 
Raspberry Pi because of the additional compo-
nents, headers, and PCB size. Keep an eye on the 
Arduino store for the release [5].
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Vocore coin-Sized linux Machine  
A number of Linux-based, open source micro-computers have reached the market in recent 
months – some of which bear an uncanny resemblance to the Raspberry Pi. The VoCore, how-

ever, takes a completely different approach, and the results are mind-
boggling! VoCore uses a 360MHz MIPS Ralink RT5350 chip – a chip 
often found in wireless routers and access points.

The VoCore fits more than 20 GPIOs, onboard WiFi, and a number 
of other interfaces into its tiny package – a 25mm square (less than 
one square inch!). This board is perhaps the most impressively laid out 
PCB I have ever seen, and it is available for the equally impressive 
price of US$ 20.

If you are looking to run Linux or OpenWrt in the smallest possible 
package, VoCore is the board for you – perfect for Internet of Things and 
home automation projects. It is currently funding on Indiegogo [6] and, 
with 30 days to go, had reached US$ 85,000 in funding by more than 
2,200 backers. VoCore will be in the last few days of its crowdfunding 

campaign when this magazine is released; however, if you miss out, you should still be 
able to get a VoCore from the creator’s website [7].

Quake iii bounTy Won  
You might remember that to celebrate the second birthday of the Raspberry Pi, Broadcom 
made quite a big move in publicly releasing the full documentation for the VideoCore IV 
graphics chip at the heart of the Raspberry Pi computer. At the same time, they also released 
the full source of the graphics core in the BCM21553 mobile phone chip, which is similar to 
the BCM2835 processor found in the Raspberry Pi.

To accelerate development of an open source ARM graphics driver for the Raspberry Pi, the 
Raspberry Pi Foundation offered a US$ 10,000 bounty to the first person that managed to port 
the source from the BCM21553 to work on the Raspberry Pi. To win the prize, the drivers cre-
ated had to be good enough to run Quake III successfully at a playable frame rate.

The prize was won in just over a month from the beginning of the competition by long-time 
Pi hacker Simon Hall. This is great news for everyone with a Raspberry Pi (unless you were 
also trying to develop the drivers at the same time) and is likely the start of further improve-
ments to the existing graphics stack.

The release of all of this information by Broadcom is a big step forward from a large com-
pany that was once very closed and is now becoming more open. This kind of initiative 
should accelerate development for the Raspberry Pi and help to advance technology across 
the whole industry. For more information about the release, see the Broadcom website [8].

raSPberry Pi, hdMiPi, and uniceF  
The HDMIpi project is bringing to market an affordable HDMI screen especially designed for 
the Raspberry Pi (although it works with any HDMI source). HDMIpi, which is a collaboration 
between Alex Eames (from RasPi.TV) and Cyntech, really is a game changer.

The HDMIpi project recently announced that they have partnered with UNICEF to de-
liver the HDMIpi screens to a new education 
program that UNICEF is running in Lebanon 
to help educate displaced Syrian children. 
The program makes use of Raspberry Pi 
workstations based on some initial HDMIpi 
prototypes, which will be running Khan 
Academy Lite and other educational software 
packages.

The low cost of the Raspberry Pi makes it 
perfect for education projects in developing 

countries, and I recommend reading about the project in more detail at the Raspberry Pi web-
site [9] and the UNICEF site [10].

FliGhT conTroller – naVio  
The team at NAVIO has developed an Autopilot flight controller breakout board for the Rasp-
berry Pi intended for use in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) projects. The board includes a 
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large number of sensors, and the NAVIO developers say they are also creating open source 
drivers and software to support the impressive hardware. It looks like a very useful project 
and is an interesting and well-designed product. The Indiegogo campaign is complete, but 
you should be able to obtain a board from the developer’s website [11].

uPcoMinG eVenTS  
•	 Riverside	Raspberry	Pi	Meetup	–	Riverside,	CA,	USA	(July	14)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/ 

 Riverside‑Raspberry/
•	 OzBerryPi	2nd	Birthday	Hackspace	–	Sydney,	Australia	(July	20)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/ 

 OzBerryPi/  events/  189726432/
•	 North	Vancouver	Kids	Code	Camp	–	North	Vancouver,	BC,	Canada	(July	21-25)	–	http:// 

 www.  eventbrite.  ca/  e/  kids‑code‑camp‑tickets‑11926046125?  aff=es2&  rank=198
•	 EuroPython	2014	–	Berlin,	Germany	(July	21-27)	–	https://  ep2014.  europython.  eu/  en/
•	 Minecraft	Maker’s	Club	–	Hoboken,	NJ,	USA	(July	23)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/ 

 MinecraftMakersClubHoboken‑Kids/  events/  183911942/
•	 Teacher,	Researcher	and	Raspberry	Pi	–	Pasco,	WA,	USA	(July	30-31)	–	http://  www. 

 eventbrite.  com/  e/  teacher‑researcher‑and‑raspberry‑pi‑tickets‑11863603357?  aff=es2& 
 rank=216

•	 Raspberry	Pi	101	–	Hoover,	AL,	USA	(August	1)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite.  com/  e/  raspberry‑pi‑
101‑tickets‑10186914335?  aff=es2&  rank=218

•	 Preston	Raspberry	Jam	–	Preston,	UK	(August	4)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite.  co.  uk/  e/  preston‑ra
spberry‑jam‑rjam‑monday‑4th‑aug‑2014‑tickets‑10496195403?  aff=eorg

•	 Peterborough	Raspberry	Jam	–	Peterborough,	UK	(August	9)	–	http://  www.  eventbrite.  co.  uk/ 
 e/  2nd‑peterborough‑raspberry‑jam‑tickets‑11727761049

•	 Singapore	Raspberry	Pi	Enthusiasts	–	Singapore	(August	11)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/  Sing
apore‑Raspberry‑Pi‑Enthusiasts‑meetup/  events/  188358802/

•	 Belgian	Summer	Hacker	Camp	–	Borsbeek,	Belgium	(August	14)	–	http://  www.  meetup.  com/ 
 OpenGarage/  events/  132653602/

•	 Maker	Faire	New	York	–	New	York,	USA	(September	21-22)	–	http://  makerfaire.  com/
•	 PyConUK	–	Coventry,	UK	–	(September	19-22)	–	http://  www.  pyconuk.  org/

[1]  Kickstarter: http://  kck.  st/  1nPs5b4

[2]  OTTO: http://  www.  nextthing.  co/  otto/

[3]  Compute Module documentation:  
http://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  documentation/  hardware/  computemodule/

[4]  Kano: http://  www.  kano.  me

[5]  Arduino: http://  store.  arduino.  cc/

[6]  VoCore funding:  
https://  www.  indiegogo.  com/  projects/  vocore‑a‑coin‑sized‑linux‑computer‑with‑wifi

[7]  VoCore website: http://  vonger.  cn/

[8]  Broadcom: http://  blog.  broadcom.  com/  chip‑design/  android‑for‑all‑broadcom‑gives‑developers‑
keys‑to‑the‑videocore‑kingdom/

[9]  UNICEF education project:  
http://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  unicef‑educate‑syrian‑children‑in‑lebanon/

[10]  UNICEF stories: http://  unicefstories.  org/  2014/  02/  17/  innovating‑non‑formal‑education/

[11]  NAVIO board: http://  www.  emlid.  com/

INfo

Do you have an event coming up that you would like help publicizing? Do you have 
some breaking news that you think would interest our readers? Then why not submit it 
to us via email at sales@pi-supply.com or tweet to @shawaj2. Remember that this 
magazine is only released every two months; therefore, if you are submitting news or 
events, please understand that we need as much notice as possible (preferably one to 
two months) to ensure we can get it into the correct issue.

neWS and eVenTS SubMiSSion
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